TOP SECRET

10/24/62 White House

1) How do we get 2 in shot down?
2) "... missile build-up continues?"
3) Nassau breach strike... we cannot protect taken out all... as 2, Pearl Harbor... site?"
4) Why not enter Berlin? - no one now of 14 order in OSS
- no support in Europe - Berlin puts pressure
- build up Centre
- no minded a Soviet decision in presence.
- Surveillance did not reveal MRBM intended Oct 14 (nothing that in Aug 29?); 14-24 crater in Sept 24; cloud everywhere
- August 29 Sept [Some reports refer to Berlin being building new Berlin]; Berlin photographed have pound
- existing MRBM site..."?

D) Why not take stronger action?

D) What is distinction between U.S.S.R. missiles in Cuba and U.S.
- missiles (b)(1) limiting U.S.S.R. action
- Russian action secret advent of change in Peking
- Does this justify attack on Berlin for Cuba? no
- Offensive weapon going into Berlin and Soviet check on
1) Allied movements along autobahn to inform this
- no Stoppe 14 order in Cuba
2) Presently military moves - no current movement
- U.S. military directed to be prepared for any eventualities
- DOD tightening up on security and would force movement
6) If not extend博転 to air transport and Pol ? will be, if needed - decide in Tues 10/23
7) Call-up & declaration of emergency - under review
8) Handling of goods, drugs, change
9) Stockade and service force under Capt. Addington